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Introduction
Sotheby’s International Realty Canada releases a series of
annual reports and surveys that captures relevant market data
and consumer trends within the country’s largest metropolitan
centres.
Conducted in partnership with leading market research and
public opinion firm Mustel Group, the 2017 Generational
Trends Report: Canada’s Intergenerational Wealth Transfer
& Next Generation Home Buyers is based on findings from a
survey of 2,026 urban baby boomers (ages 52-711) in Canada’s
four largest census metropolitan areas (CMAs): Vancouver,
Calgary, Toronto and Montreal. Data was gathered from August
29 to September 25, 20172.
This Mustel Group/Sotheby’s International Realty Canada
initiative is the first Canadian survey to capture current levels
of real estate market confidence amongst Canada’s urban
baby boomers, and to analyze the translation of this sentiment
into the transfer of a ‘living inheritance’ – a gift of funds while
still living– for the purpose of helping (a) family member(s)
buy a home.

incomes over $100,000 compared to those with incomes
below.
Mustel Group/Sotheby’s International Realty Canada’s 2017
Generational Trends Report ultimately sheds light on how baby
boomers are acting and intending to act in their commonly
presumed roles as the “Bank of Mom & Dad” in Canada’s
housing market, answering the questions: how much wealth is
being transferred to the next generation and how is this
affecting housing accessibility?

How much wealth is being transferred, to the
next generation and how is this affecting housing
accessibility?

The report uncovers new information on the characteristics of
the beneficiaries of such gifts, and fresh intelligence into the
amount and source of funds given, property types and pricing
of properties purchased, timeline for such transfers of wealth,
and the impact of these gifts on individual recipients’ ability to
obtain a property and mortgage. The Mustel Group/Sotheby’s
International Realty Canada report also highlights regional
nuances between Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto and Montreal
boomers, and differences in trends between households with
1 While demographic and statistical researchers do not cite universal start and end dates for
the baby boomer generation, the survey uses Statistics Canada’s parametres to ensure data
match the most commonly used national statistics.
2 While the panel sample is demographically representative, margins of error only apply to
random probability samples. The margin of error on a random probability sample of 2,026
respondents is ±2.2 percentage points, 19 times out of 20, and ranges from ± 3.5 to 4.9 points
for 400-800 respondents. Note: percentages may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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About
MUSTEL GROUP
Mustel Group has been a leading market research and public
opinion research firm in Canada for more than 30 years,
trusted by a wide range of the country’s most esteemed
public and private sector institutions to design and conduct
qualitative research, quantitative research and omnibus
surveys in order to understand the thoughts and motivations
underlying peoples' emotions, opinions and behaviours.

S O T H E B Y ’ S I N T E R N AT I O N A L
R E A LT Y C A N A D A
Sotheby's International Realty Canada is the leading
international real estate sales and marketing company for the
country's most exceptional properties. With offices in over 30
residential and resort markets nationwide, and a global affiliate
sales network of over 900 offices in close to 70 countries and
territories, the international sales and marketing company
showcases every property it represents, regardless of
neighbourhood or price point, on a premier, global digital and
publications network.
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National Summary

3

9.6 million Canadians or close to 30% of the country’s
population are baby boomers, defined by Statistics Canada
as those born between 1946 and 1965 and currently 52
to 71 years in age4. Over the next decade, this generation
is positioned to be the beneficiaries of the largest
intergenerational wealth transfer in Canadian history over such
a period. One 2016 study reported that Canadian boomers
are set to receive an estimated $750 billion, or an average
inheritance of $180,0005.
As baby boomers have an outsized population presence
relative to other generations with an unprecedented level
of wealth flowing to them in the coming years, this cohort
is expected to have a multi-level effect on the Canadian
real estate market: as direct consumers who drive housing
demand and thus product mix, as arbiters of market sentiment
and consumer confidence, and as indirect influencers through
the support of next generation home buyers.
Findings from Mustel Group/ Sotheby’s International Realty
Canada’s 2017 Generational Trends Report: Canada’s
Intergenerational Wealth Transfer & Next Generation Home
Buyers reveal that with boomers’ confidence levels high in
Canada’s four largest metropolitan real estate markets, their
indirect influence on next generation buyers is well underway.
Survey results reveal that through living inheritances
intended for the purchase of residential real estate by their
beneficiaries, boomers are now making a measurable mark on
a new generation of urban home buyers, and are poised to do
so in the coming decade.

URBAN BOOMERS BULLISH ON FUTURE OF CANADIAN
REAL ESTATE
Buoyed by the strong performance of their real estate holdings
relative to their financial investments, Mustel Group/Sotheby’s
International Realty Canada’s survey revealed that a significant
percentage of Canadian boomers are confident that real estate
will continue to outperform their financial portfolios in the
future. This is in spite of local, national and global headwinds
that have introduced new challenges and uncertainties into
the Canadian real estate market in recent years, and in light of
sustained record performances by U.S. stock indexes in 2017
year-to-date.
Overall, across Canada’s four largest metropolitan areas,
61% of baby boomers indicated that their real estate
investments have outperformed their financial investments,
while 18% indicated that performance has been equal. Those
in Vancouver and Toronto were most likely to indicate that
their property investments have outperformed financial
investments, at rates of 72% and 68% respectively.
Urban boomers who currently own real estate also tend to
expect the returns to outperform their financial investments
in the next five years: 47% anticipate real estate gains to
exceed those on financial investments, 28% anticipate on
par performance. Furthermore, they believe that buying real
estate in their city is a positive financial move for the typical
person right now, with 57% deeming it a “very good” or “good”
investment.

3 See pages 9 to 37 for detailed survey citations.
4 “Generations in Canada”, Statistics Canada, 2011.
5 “CIBC Inheritance Survey” (age group 50-75, past 10 years), CIBC Capital Markets, 2016.
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BOOMERS ENDORSE REAL ESTATE FOR NEXT
GENERATION BUYERS
74% of urban baby boomers surveyed make a positive
recommendation for next generation home buyers to purchase
real estate in their city. Those in Montreal and Calgary are
most likely to recommend a local real estate purchase, at
rates of 83% and 82% respectively, while those in Toronto and
Vancouver do so at rates of 71% and 66%.

ADULT CHILDREN, FIRST TIME HOMEBUYERS ARE MAIN
BENEFICIARIES
Overall, 87% of urban baby boomers who have given or plan
to gift living inheritances for a real estate purchase will do so
to their adult children. Regardless of their relationship to the
giver, recipients are most likely to be under age 35 when they
receive the funds, with the median range being 30 to 34 years,
in line with the age range of first time Canadian homebuyers.

ONE-THIRD OF BOOMERS GIFTING LIVING
INHERITANCES FOR NEXT GENERATION REAL ESTATE
PURCHASES
One-third of baby boomers across Canada’s four major
metropolitan areas plan to or have already given a living
inheritance with the specific goal of helping relatives buy
residential real estate. A further one-third plan on giving such
a gift as part of their will.

TYPICAL GIFTS ARE UNDER $50,000
The estimated median of a living inheritance transfer for real
estate purchases is under $50,000, and in the $25,000 to
$49,999 range for the major metropolitan areas surveyed
aside from Montreal, where the median gift range is $10,000
to $24,999.

Of living inheritance givers, 12% have already given. 22% plan
to do so, with almost half planning to within the next five years
and over three-quarters planning to so in the next ten. Calgary
baby boomers are the most likely to either have already given
or have plans to give for this purpose, with 41% indicating
this transfer or pending transfer of funds. 36% of Vancouver
boomers, 35% of those in Toronto and 27% of those in
Montreal have given or intend to give a living inheritance for
family members’ residential real estate purchases.
While 60% of living inheritance givers of real estate funds
indicated that there was or will be a specific trigger that
prompts or enables their gift, that factor is more likely to be
the sale of their financial investments, cited by 21%, or the sale
of their primary home (cited by 17%), followed by receiving an
inheritance themselves (cited by 14%).

Canada’s Intergenerational Wealth Transfer & Next Generation Home Buyers

FIRST HOME/ PRIMARY RESIDENCES DOMINATE
BENEFICIARIES’ PURCHASES
Living inheritances gifted by baby boomers for residential real
estate purchases are largely used by recipients to buy a first
home/primary residence: 82% indicated their gift would be
used for this purpose. This rate was highest in Vancouver at
90%, followed by Calgary, Toronto and Montreal at 86%, 83%
and 74% respectively.
Overall, 30% of the properties to be purchased are under
$350,000, 28% are between $350,000 to under $500,000
and 15% are between $500,000 to under $750,000. The
property type purchased is varied, but largely split between
condominiums and single family homes.
LIVING INHERITANCES IMPACTING NEXT GENERATION
HOUSING ACCESSIBILITY
Findings from Mustel Group/ Sotheby’s International Realty
Canada’s 2017 Generational Trends Report reveal that this
transfer of wealth is opening doors to homes and borrowing
options that would be otherwise unavailable to recipients.
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Across Canada’s major urban centres, 44% of past or intended
living inheritance givers believe that their recipient(s) would
not have been or will not be able to make a home purchase
without the gift of funds. Furthermore, over one-third of givers
believe that without their gift, the beneficiary could not secure
a conventional mortgage.
TRANSFER OF INCOME INEQUALITY TO NEXT
GENERATION HOME BUYERS
Mustel Group/Sotheby’s International Realty Canada survey
results indicate that annual household income has a significant
impact on living inheritances between urban baby boomers
and related home buyers within their families, with the
potential of entrenching wealth inequality from one generation
to the next.

another 10% are between $200,000 and under $500,000, and
the remainder of gifts are over $500,000.
Not surprisingly, beneficiaries of baby boomers with
household incomes over $100,000 are slightly more likely to
purchase homes in higher price ranges: 19% purchased homes
from $500,000 to under $750,000 and 10% purchase over
$750,000, compared to rates of 12% and 9% for recipients of
less affluent baby boomers.

Survey findings reveal that urban boomers with annual
household incomes of over $100,000, well above the median
total income of Canadian households at $70,3366, are almost
twice as likely to gift a living inheritance for the purpose
of buying real estate: 49% indicated that they plan to or
have given funds for this, compared to 27% of those whose
household incomes are below $100,000. Household income
also affects how early beneficiaries receive their gift: 83% of
recipients from baby boomers with household incomes of over
$100,000 are under age 35 compared to 70% of those with
household incomes below $100,000.
The amount of funds transferred also predictably varies
depending on household income levels. The median amount
given by those with household incomes under $100,000 is
approximately $25,000, with 72% of living inheritances falling
under $50,000. In contrast, only 53% of living inheritances
gifted by those in households with income over $100,000
are under $50,000; 25% are between $50,000 and under
$100,000, 10% are between $100,000 and under $200,000,
6

2016 Census, Statistics Canada.
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Baby Boomers:
Real Estate Investment Performance & Market Confidence
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Baby Boomers:
Real Estate Investment
Performance &
Market Confidence
Mustel Group/Sotheby’s International Realty Canada’s survey
revealed that a significant percentage of Canadian baby
boomers have not only seen their existing real estate assets
outperform their financial investments, they remain bullish in
their confidence that local real estate will outperform financial
investments in the future. Confidence in future local real
estate performance across every metropolitan city surveyed
also translated into positive recommendations for others to
purchase real estate in light of, or in spite of, current market
conditions.
Importantly, this confidence has resulted in the large majority
recommending that the next generation of Canadian buyers
purchase residential real estate, as well as a concrete transfer
of funds to the next generation of real estate purchasers in
their families.
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PAST PERFO RM A N CE:
R E A L E S TAT E V S . F I N A N C I A L
INVESTMENTS7
As a generational cohort, baby boomers in Canada’s four
largest metropolitan areas who own or have owned real estate
and financial assets such as RRSPs, TFSAs, stocks, and bonds,
tend to believe that the former have surpassed the latter in
performance. Overall, 61% of urban baby boomers indicated
that their real estate investments have outperformed their
financial investments. 18% indicated that real estate
performance has been on par. 5% believe that real estate
performed worse than their financial investments. Baby
boomers with household incomes of over $100,000 are even
more likely to consider their real estate investments to have
performed better: 68% of this segment indicated this to be the
case.

Overall, 61% of urban baby boomers
indicated that their real estate investments have
outperformed their financial investments.

Calgary baby boomers. 47% of Montreal baby boomers believe
that real estate has surpassed the return on their financial
investments, while 28% indicated that performance has been
on par. 6% believe that returns on real estate have been worse
than for their financial investments.
In spite of volatility in the Calgary real estate market since
Alberta’s economy commenced its downturn in 2014, 46% of
the city’s baby boomers indicated that they have seen stronger
returns on real estate than on their financial portfolios, while
26% believe performance has been the same. Of Canada’s
four largest metropolitan areas, Calgary has the largest
proportion (13%) of baby boomers who have seen their real
estate returns perform worse than their financial investments.
Notably, those baby boomers who own or previously owned
residential property were most likely to have had a single
family, detached home at 65%. 21% indicated condominium
ownership, 18% attached home ownership, 2% ownership
of vacant land, and 9% of other residential real estate or
recreational property.

Varying metropolitan real estate market conditions and pricing
trends were also clearly reflected in survey results. Vancouver
and Toronto baby boomers were most likely to indicate that
their property investments have outperformed financial
instruments, with 72% and 68% believing so respectively; 12%
and 13% indicated similar performance, while a nominal 2%
and 5% believe their real estate investments have performed
worse.
The performance of real estate compared to financial
investments has been more balanced for Montreal and
7 Considering everything, how do you think your own real estate investments have performed compared to your financial investments (e.g. RRSP, TFSAs, stocks/bonds, etc.) since
you purchased them? (Choose one)
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PAST PERFORMANCE:
REAL ESTATE VS. FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS

61%

Total Major Metros

18%

5%

11%

5%

CMA Region:
72%

Vancouver

12%

46%

Calgary

26%

13%

68%

Toronto

13%

47%

Montreal

2%

28%

5%

6%

11%

10%

4%

11%

3%

11%

3%

8%

Household Income:
58%

<$100K

18%

Better

Same

Worse
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12%

19%

68%

$100K +

6%

Don't know

5%

6%

7%

2%

Not applicable
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A N T I C I PAT E D F U T U R E
PERFORMANCE: REAL
E S TAT E V S . F I N A N C I A L
INVESTMENTS8
In spite of recent real estate market fluctuations, confidence in
Canadian urban real estate remains bullish amongst the baby
boomer cohort.
Current property owners tend to expect residential property
returns to outpace their financial investments in the next
five years: 47% anticipate real estate gains to exceed
financial instruments, 28% anticipate on par performance.
Baby boomers with household incomes of over $100,000
are slightly more likely to expect real estate investments to
outperform financial investments, with 50% of this segment
having this expectation. Regardless of household income, only
6% of baby boomers expect their real estate to perform worse
than their financial investments within a five year timeframe.
Confidence in the future returns on real estate diverged
significantly between cities. Despite recent policy and
performance headwinds in the Vancouver real estate market,
the city’s baby boomers remain the most bullish about their
future residential property values, with 61% expecting a better
return on real estate than on their financial investments,
compared to 48% of generational counterparts in Toronto
expecting this outcome. 42% of Montreal’s baby boomers
anticipate stronger returns from real estate as compared to
financial investments while 32% expect performance to be on
par.

Current property owners tend to expect residential
property returns to outpace their financial
investments in the next five years: 47% anticipate
real estate gains to exceed financial instruments,
28% anticipate on par performance, while 6%
expect real estate to perform comparatively worse.
Confidence is most balanced in Calgary, with 34% of baby
boomers expecting their real estate to outperform financial
investments and 35% expecting returns to be on par. 12%
believe their real estate will perform worse, the highest levels
of this sentiment out of Canada’s four largest metropolitan
centres.

8 Considering everything, how do you think your current real estate investments will
perform compared to your financial investments (e.g. RRSP, TFSAs, stocks/bonds, etc.) in the
next 5 years? (Choose one)
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ANTICIPATED FUTURE PERFORMANCE:
REAL ESTATE VS. FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS

47%

Total Major Metros

28%

6%

16%

3%

CMA Region:
18%

61%

Vancouver
34%

Calgary

35%

12%

48%

Toronto

16%

16%

28%

42%

Montreal

3%

5%

32%

2%

3%

17%

7%

13%

2%

6%

Household Income:
46%

<$100K

28%

27%

50%

$100K +

Better

Same

5%

Worse
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Don't know

17%

8%

4%

13%

2%

Not applicable
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CURRENT CONSUMER
CONFIDENCE: LOCAL REAL
E S TAT E M A R K E T 9
Overall, a majority of the urban baby boomer cohort believe
that buying real estate in their city is a positive financial move
for the typical person right now, with 57% deeming it a ‘very
good’ or ‘good’ investment. Those with household incomes
over $100,000 are more likely to be optimistic, with 60%
indicating a belief in real estate as a positive investment.

Overall, a majority of the urban baby boomer
cohort believe that buying real estate in their city
is a positive financial move for the typical person
right now, with 57% deeming it a ‘very good’ or
‘good’ investment.
Of the major cities surveyed, Montreal’s baby boomers are
the most optimistic: 64% believe that real estate is currently
a “very good” or “good” investment for the average person,
compared to 57% and 55% in Vancouver and Toronto
respectively. 48% of Calgary baby boomers consider real
estate in their city a “very good” or “good” investment right
now, though with a smaller proportion of responders in the
former category.

9 Do you think that buying residential real estate in your city is a good or bad financial
decision for the average person right now? (Choose one)
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CURRENT CONSUMER CONFIDENCE:
LOCAL REAL ESTATE MARKET

20%

Total Major Metros

37%

24%

10%

9%
57%

CMA Region:

57%
23%

Vancouver

Calgary

Toronto

Montreal

34%

18%

14%

11%
48%

12%

36%

31%

12%

9%
55%

21%

34%

26%

12%

7%
64%

20%

44%

22%

6%

9%

Household Income:
<$100K

$100K +

56%
19%

37%

23%

12%

10%
60%

23%

Very good

37%

Good
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Satisfactory

26%

Poor

8%

5%

Don't know
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B O O M E R S' R E C O M M E N D A T I O N
T O N E X T G E N E R AT I O N H O M E
B U Y E R S 10
In every region surveyed, a significant majority of urban baby
boomers recommend that the next generation buy real estate
in their city.
Overall, 74% make a positive recommendation to purchase
local real estate, with one quarter making a “strong”
recommendation. 15% do not recommend a local real estate
purchase, with 3% doing so strongly.

Overall, 74% make a positive recommendation
to purchase local real estate, with one quarter
making a “strong” recommendation.
Baby boomers in Montreal and Calgary are the most likely to
recommend a local real estate purchase, at 83% and 82%
respectively, while Toronto and Vancouver baby boomers
did so at rates of 71% and 66% in turn. At the other end
of the spectrum, the percentage of baby boomers who do
not recommend a local real estate purchase to the next
generation is highest in Vancouver and Toronto at 22% and
19% respectfully. 12% of baby boomers in Calgary and 8% in
Montreal do not recommend real estate to the next generation
of home buyers.
Baby boomers with household incomes of over $100,000 are
more likely to recommend a purchase of local real estate to
the next generation and to make this recommendation more
strongly, at 82% and 31% respectively.

10 Considering everything, how strongly do you recommend the next generation of young
adults/potential first time buyers buy residential real estate in your city?
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BOOMERS' RECOMMENDATION TO NEXT GENERATION
HOME BUYERS

Total Major Metros

25%

50%

12%

3%

10%
74%

CMA Region:

Vancouver

Calgary

Toronto

66%
23%

42%

15%

7%

12%
82%

23%

59%

12%

6%
71%

23%

47%

14%

5%

12%
83%

27%

Montreal

55%

7%

1%

9%

Household Income:
<$100K

$100K +

Strongly recommend

71%
22%

50%

13%

4%

12%
82%

31%

51%

Recommend
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Do not recommend

10%

2%

Strongly do not recommend
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Real Estate Living Inheritances
& Next Generation Home Buyers
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Real Estate Living
Inheritances &
Next Generation
Home Buyers
Results from Mustel Group/Sotheby’s International Realty
Canada’s survey reveal that urban baby boomers are not
only poised to have a significant future impact on the next
generation of home buyers through transfer of wealth via
traditional inheritances; their impact has been accelerated
through living inheritances specifically earmarked for real
estate purchases by largely first-time homebuyers within their
families. In fact, research indicates that baby boomers have
already been active financial contributors to urban first-time
homebuyers in Canada’s largest metropolitan centres, and are
set to play this role over the next decade.

In the four major Canadian metropolitan areas,
one-third of baby boomers either plan to or have
already given a living inheritance specifically to
help relatives buy residential real estate.

In the four major Canadian metropolitan areas, one-third of
baby boomers either plan to or have already given a living
inheritance specifically to help relatives buy residential real
estate; of this segment, 12% have already given.
22% plan to do so with almost half planning to within the next
five years and over three-quarters planning to in the next 10
years.
One-third of urban baby boomers plan to give a financial gift to
specifically assist heirs in buying residential real estate upon
their death, as part of their estate. The remainder have no
plans to gift funds to relatives for this purpose.
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L I V I N G I N H E R I TA N C E S A N D
R E S I D E N T I A L R E A L E S TAT E :
C A N A D A’ S FO U R M A J O R
M E T R O P O L I TA N A R E A S 11
Trends in current and future transfers of wealth between baby
boomers and the next generation of real estate purchases vary
between Canada’s four largest metropolitan areas.

Of the regions surveyed, baby boomers in Montreal are the
least likely to have given or made plans to give for family
members’ residential real estate purchases. They are more
likely to leave this as a part of their estate following death: 9%
have already transferred funds to family members to buy real
estate, while 18% intend to do so as a living inheritance. 38%
plan on leaving funds as part of their estate specifically for real
estate purchases.

36% of Vancouver baby boomers and 35% of
this generational cohort in Toronto have given or
intend to give a living inheritance for real estate
purchases, with 14% having already gifted funds
in Vancouver, and 11% having done so in Toronto.
Calgary baby boomers are the most likely to either have
already given, or have intentions of giving, a living inheritance
to help a family member buy residential real estate, with 41%
indicating this transfer or intended transfer. In fact, one in
five Calgary baby boomers have already gifted funds for this
purpose, significantly more than in the other three metros
studied (at 20% compared to 9-14% elsewhere). Another 22%
have intentions of giving a living inheritance. 33% intend to
leave funds for next generation real estate purchasers as part
of their estate.
36% of Vancouver baby boomers and 35% of this generational
cohort in Toronto have given or intend to give a living
inheritance for real estate purchases, with 14% having already
gifted funds in Vancouver, and 11% having done so in Toronto.
36% and 30% plan to earmark these funds for property
purchases as part of their estate in Vancouver and Toronto
respectively.
11 During your lifetime, have you gifted or will you gift funds to your children, grandchildren
or other family members specifically to help them buy residential real estate? (Choose one)
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LIVING INHERITANCES
AND RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE:
CANADA’S FOUR MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS

Total Major Metros

Vancouver

Calgary

Toronto

Montreal

Past/Future Living Inheritance

33%

36%

41%

35%

27%

Yes, already gifted funds

12%

14%

20%

11%

9%

Not yet, but plan to in the next

22%

23%

22%

24%

18%

1 - 2 years

4%

4%

3%

3%

4%

3 - 5 years

7%

6%

5%

8%

6%

6 - 10 years

7%

6%

9%

7%

6%

5%

6%

5%

6%

3%

Not a Living Inheritance

67%

64%

59%

65%

73%

Plan to leave as part of my estate as inheritance

34%

36%

33%

30%

38%

No plans to ever gift such funds to relatives

33%

28%

26%

35%

35%

11 years+
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SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR
R E A L E S TAT E L I V I N G
I N H E R I TA N C E S 12
60% of living inheritance givers of real estate funds indicate
that there was or will be a specific trigger event that prompts
or enables their gift.
The more common triggers are the sale of financial
investments, cited by 21%, and the sale of a primary home,
cited by 17%.

The more common triggers are the sale of
financial investments, cited by 21%, and
the sale of a primary home, cited by 17%.

SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR REAL ESTATE LIVING
INHERITANCES
Any trigger event

60%

Sale of financial investments

21%

Sale of my primary home

17%

Received inheritance myself

14%

My retirement

10%

Sale of rental/ investment real estate

5%

Sale of my business

1%

No specific trigger, funds simply available

42%

12 Which of the following was the source of the funds or the point in time for your most
recent gift? (Choose all that apply); Which of the following will be the source of the funds or
the point in time for your first gift? (Choose all that apply)
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R E A L E S TAT E L I V I N G
I N H E R I TA N C E S A N D I N C O M E
INEQUALIT Y
Annual household income has a significant impact on transfer
of wealth rates between urban baby boomers and related
home buyers within their families. According to survey
results, baby boomers with annual household incomes of
over $100,000 are almost twice as likely as their less affluent
counterparts to give a living inheritance for the purpose of
buying residential real estate. 49% indicated that they plan
to or have given funds for this purpose, compared to 27% of
those with household income under $100,000.

According to survey results, baby boomers with
annual household incomes of over $100,000
are almost twice as likely as their less affluent
counterparts to give a living inheritance for the
purpose of buying residential real estate.

With the more affluent group of living inheritance givers, a
significantly greater percentage have already gifted such funds
at 16%, compared to 10% of those with household incomes
below $100,000.
Further, affluent baby boomers are significantly more likely
to transfer a living inheritance to the next generation of home
buyers within the next five years at a rate of 17% who plan to
do so compared to 8% who intend to within five years amongst
the segment of baby boomers with household incomes of less
than $100,000.
Given the steep and unrelenting escalation of housing prices in
cities such as Vancouver and Toronto, tightening rules relating
to mortgage lending, and increased costs of borrowing with
the gradual increase of interest rates, the more rapid transfer
of wealth between generations in more affluent households
has the potential for exacerbating financial inequality from one
generation to the next.
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REAL ESTATE LIVING INHERITANCES AND
HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Total Major Metros

<$100K

$100K +

Past/Future Living Inheritance

33%

27%

49%

Yes, already gifted funds

12%

10%

16%

Not yet, but plan to in the next

22%

17%

34%

1 - 2 years

4%

3%

6%

3 - 5 years

7%

5%

11%

6 - 10 years

7%

6%

9%

5%

4%

8%

Not a Living Inheritance

67%

73%

51%

Plan to leave as part of my estate as inheritance

34%

35%

30%

No plans to ever gift such funds to relatives

33%

38%

21%

11 years+
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RECIPIENT PROFILE
FAMILY RELATIONSHIP13
Overall, 87% of urban baby boomers who have transferred, or
who plan on transferring a living inheritance for the purpose
of a family member’s real estate purchase indicated that their
children would be the benefactors. This was largely consistent
between Vancouver and Calgary at rates of 90%, and Toronto
at 88%.
Montreal baby boomers are slightly more likely to give to
family members aside from their children: 80% indicated a
transfer or planned transfer of funds to their child/children to
buy real estate, and the remainder indicated a transfer to other
relatives.
Baby boomers with household incomes of less than $100,000
are also more likely to transfer living inheritances earmarked
for real estate purchases to relatives other than their children:
21% specified they had done so or planned to do so, more than
the 11% in households with income over $100,000.
AGE OF RECIPIENT14
The majority of those who received a living inheritance to buy
real estate have been or will be under age 35 when they receive
funds, with 35% between the ages of 25 to 29, and 26% falling
between the ages of 30 to 34. The median age is in the 30 to
34 year old grouping, estimated at age 30 overall, placing the
typical recipient within the age range of the typical first time
home buyer in Canada.15

Real estate-specific living inheritance beneficiaries skew
younger in Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto. In Vancouver, 41%
of recipients fall between 25 to 29 years old, and 22% between
30 and 34. 37% of Calgary and Toronto recipients are between
the ages of 25 and 29, while 24% and 27% are between the
ages of 30 and 34 in each of these cities respectively. Those
who receive real estate-focused living inheritances from baby
boomers in Montreal skew slightly older: 26% of receive the
transfer between the ages of 25 and 29, while 28% receive the
funds between 30 and 34.

The majority of those who received a living
inheritance to buy real estate have been or will be
under age 35 when they receive funds, with 35%
between the ages of 25 to 29, and 26% falling
between the ages of 30 to 34.
Household income also influences how early baby boomers
transfer living inheritances to benefit the next generation of
home buyers: 83% of baby boomers with household incomes
of over $100,000 are likely to provide funds to those under
35 years of age compared to 70% of those with household
incomes below the $100,000 threshold.

13 If you have already gifted funds to family members for them to buy residential real estate,
what is your relationship with the recipient(s)? (Choose all that apply); If you plan to gift funds
during your lifetime to family members for them to buy residential real estate, what is your
relationship with the recipient(s)? (Choose all that apply)
14 Thinking of your most recent gift for buying residential real estate, what was the approx.
age of the recipient at the time they received the funds? (Choose one); Thinking of the first
recipient that will likely receive your gift What will be the approx. age of the recipient at the
time they receive the funds?
15 Based on the first or most recent gift.
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RECIPIENT PROFILE: FAMILY RELATIONSHIP

87%

Total Major Metros

11%

3% 3%

CMA Region:
90%

Vancouver

7%

90%

Calgary

8%

88%

Toronto

4%

14%

2%

2%

2% 1%

12%

80%

Montreal

5%

3%

6%

Household Income:
83%

<$100K

93%

$100K +

Recipient is child or children

14%

Recipient is other relative
(e.g. niece, nephew, grandparent)

Canada’s Intergenerational Wealth Transfer & Next Generation Home Buyers

4%

7%

Recipient is grandchild
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3%

2% 2%

Recipient is parent
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Total Major Metros

2%

12%

35%

26%

12%

2%

6%

4%

30-34
76%

CMA Region:

76%

Vancouver

Calgary

Toronto

Montreal

1%

12%

41%

22%

11%

3% 2%

8%

25-29
79%

1%

17%

37%

24%

11%

5%

3% 2%

25-29
80%

3%

13%

37%

27%

12%

4%

2% 3%

25-29
67%

4%

9%

26%

28%

15%

8%

3%

7%

30-34

Household Income:
<$100K

$100K +

Age:

Total % Under 35

Median Age Group

RECIPIENT PROFILE: AGE OF RECIPIENT

70%
3%

12%

30%

25%

15%

7%

3%

4%

30-34
83%

1%

Under 18

13%

43%

18 - 24

25 - 29
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30 - 34

35 - 39

8%

40 - 44
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5%

1% 3%

45 - 54
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A M O U N T O F G I F T 16
The Mustel Group/ Sotheby’s International Realty Canada
survey uncovered new information about the amount of funds
Canadian urban baby boomers are divesting into the real
estate market via living inheritances.
The estimated median of a living inheritance transfer for real
estate purchases is under $50,000, and in the $25,000 to
$49,999 range.17

The estimated median of a living inheritance
transfer for real estate purchases is under $50,000,
and in the $25,000 to $49,999 range.7

Across all major metropolitan areas, 29% of previous or
planned gifts of this nature are between $10,000 to under
$25,000 and 22% are between $25,000 and under $50,000.
Another 18% are between $50,000 and under $100,000,
while 18% of gifts specific to real estate purchases exceeded
$100,000. At the other end of the spectrum 13% of gifts fall
below $10,000.
While the median living inheritance range is consistent in
Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto, it is slightly lower in Montreal,
where it falls between $10,000 to $24,999.
The disparity in the amount of funds transferred between
households with incomes over and under $100,000 is
significant. The median amount given by those with household
incomes under $100,000 is approximately $25,000, with 72%
of living inheritances falling under $50,000. In contrast, only
53% of living inheritances gifted by those in households with
income over $100,000 are under $50,000; 25% are between
$50,000 and under $100,000, 10% are between $100,000
and under $200,000, another 10% are between $200,000
and under $500,000, and the remainder of gifts are over
$500,000.

16 What was the approximate amount of the funds given to the most recent recipient for
their residential real estate purchase? (Choose one); What will be the approximate amount of
the funds given to the first recipient for their residential real estate purchase? (Choose one)
17 Based on the first or most recent gift of this type.
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13%

Total Major Metros

Median $ Range

RECIPIENT PROFILE - LIVING INHERITANCES:
AMOUNT OF GIFT

29%

22%

18%

9%

1% 1%

7%

$25k - 49.9k

CMA Region:

Vancouver

11%

15%

Calgary

Toronto

26%

22%

28%

9%

11%

21%

30%

9%

22%

32%

8%

22%

2% 1%

10%

21%

22%

23%

Montreal

17%

11%

2%

$25k - 49.9k

1% 3%

$25k - 49.9k

6%

$10k – 24.9k

4%

6%

6%

$25k - 49.9k

Household Income:
17%

<$100K

$100K +

Under $10K

8%

$10K-$24.9K

32%

25%

$25-$49.9K

23%

21%

$50K-$99.9K

Canada’s Intergenerational Wealth Transfer & Next Generation Home Buyers

13%

25%

$100K-$199.9K

7%

2% 1%

$25k

1% 2%

$25k - 49.9k

$500K-$999.9M

$1M+

10%

$200K-$499.9K

5%

10%
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PROPERTY PURCHASES
INTENDED USE18
Living inheritance funds gifted for residential real estate
purchases are overwhelmingly used by beneficiaries to buy
their first home/primary residence, with 82% of baby boomers
in major metropolitan centres giving funds for this purpose.
This percentage is highest in Vancouver at 90%, followed by
Calgary at 86%, Toronto at 83% and Montreal at 74%.

that gifts would be for vacant land or recreational property
investments.
In Vancouver, condominiums are the dominant purchase
choice at 59%, while Calgary’s living inheritance gift recipients
skew more heavily towards single family home purchases at
55%. Toronto and Montreal responders indicated that single
family homes are slightly favoured by recipients.

Living inheritance funds gifted for residential
real estate purchases are overwhelmingly used
by beneficiaries to buy their first home/primary
residence, with 82% of baby boomers in major
metropolitan centres giving funds for this purpose.
Gift givers in households with incomes over $100,000 are
more likely to transfer funds to a recipient for a first home/
primary residence purchase compared to those in households
with incomes below this threshold. 86% of $100,000-plus
households indicated this to be the intent, compared to 79%
of those below this income benchmark.
PROPERTY TYPE19
Across all major metropolitan areas, the type of property the
recipient has purchased or intends to purchase is varied, but
is largely split between the condominium and single family,
detached home categories. Baby boomers indicated that
living inheritance real estate funds have been or will be used
by their recipients to purchase each of these housing types at
rates of 41% each. 27% indicated that such gifts would result
in a townhouse purchase while nominal percentages indicated
18 What was the recipient’s intended use of the property purchased? (Choose one);
What will most likely be the recipient’s intended use of the property? (Choose one)
19 What property type did the recipient purchase? (Choose all that apply); What property
type will the recipient most likely purchase? (Choose all that apply)
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APPROXIMATE PRICE OF PROPERTY20
Results from Mustel Group/Sotheby’s International Realty
Canada’s survey reveal that more than half of residential
property purchases by those who have received or will receive
a real estate-targeted living inheritance are under $500,000.
Overall, 30% of the properties purchased are below $350,000,
28% are between $350,000 to under $500,000 and 15% are
between $500,000 to under $750,000. In Montreal the
median range of the property price is significantly lower than
in other major metropolitan areas, with 54% falling under
$350,000. Calgary recipients were also more likely to
purchase in the under $350,000 range compared to recipients
in Vancouver and Toronto.

Results from Mustel Group/Sotheby’s International
Realty Canada’s survey reveal that more than half
of residential property purchases by those who have
received or will receive a real estate-targeted living
inheritance are under $500,000.
These figures underscore supporting survey data to reinforce
the fact that such gifts are bolstering the first-home rather
than the trade-up residential real estate market.
Expectedly, gift recipients of affluent baby boomers are slightly
more likely to purchase homes in the higher price ranges: 19%
purchased homes from $500,000 to under $750,000 and
10% purchased over $750,000, compared to rates of 12% and
9% for recipients of less affluent baby boomers.

20 If you have provided funds to family members for them to buy residential real estate, at
the time of purchase what was the approximate price of the property the recipient purchased
using these funds?; What will be the approximate price of the property the recipient purchases using these funds? (Choose one, best estimate)
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PROPERTY PURCHASES - INTENDED USE

82%

Total Major Metros

8%

3%

7%

CMA Region:
6%

1% 3%

1% 2%

6%

90%

Vancouver

86%

Calgary

6%

83%

Toronto
74%

Montreal

1%3%

8%

11%

5%

6%

11%

Household Income:
79%

<$100K

86%

$100K +

First home/
primary residence

10%

Move to improved/
larger home/ primary residence
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3%

5%

Vacation property

Rental/
investment property
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1% 2%

7%

6%

Other
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PROPERTY PURCHASES - TYPE OF PROPERTY

41%

Total Major Metros

27%

2% 0

41%

6%

CMA Region:
59%

Vancouver

Calgary

Toronto

Montreal

30%

23%

20%

1%

55%

39%

1%

33%

33%

1% 2%

27%

5%

1%

41%

22%

1%

48%

6%

0

4%

12%

Household Income:
<$100K

37%

27%

41%

3%

0

7%

1%

$100K +

Condominium

45%

26%

4%

42%
1%

Townhome/ attached/
semi-detatched

Single family home,
detached house
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PROPERTY PURCHASES - APPROXIMATE PRICE

30%

Total Major Metros

28%

15%

7%

3%

18%

CMA Region:

Vancouver

23%

22%

38%

Calgary

Toronto

28%

32%

19%

31%

7%

18%

9%

23%

11%

2% 1%

15%

54%

Montreal

9%

3%

14%

21%

3% 2% 1%

18%

Household Income:
36%

<$100K

$100K +

Under $350K

26%

23%

$350K - $500K

12%

32%

$500K - $750K
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19%

$750K - $1M

6%

3%

2%

8%

$1M - $2M
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HOUSING MARKET
ACCESSIBILITY
Based on survey results, the transfer of funds from baby
boomers’ for the purchase of family members’ purchase of real
estate can be the defining factor in recipients’ ability to buy a
home and to secure conventional mortgage financing.
RECIPIENTS’ ABILITY TO PURCHASE REAL ESTATE
WITHOUT GIFT21

Only one in five (21%) believe their recipient
could have made/can make the real estate purchase
without this assistance.
Across Canada’s major urban centres, 44% of past or intended
gift givers in this generational cohort believe that their
recipient(s) would not have been or will not be able to make
a home purchase without their gift of funds. Only one in five
(21%) believe their recipient could have made/can make the
real estate purchase without this assistance.

RECIPIENT’S ABILITY TO SECURE CONVENTIONAL
MORTGAGE WITHOUT GIFT
More than one-third of urban baby boomers gifting funds
for real estate purchases believe that without their gift, their
recipient could not secure a conventional mortgage, a loan of
no more than 80% of the purchase price with a minimum 20%
of funds provided as a downpayment.
While 37% share this sentiment across all major metropolitan
markets, this belief was emphasized in Calgary, where 53% of
gift givers indicated that their funds are needed by their
recipients to access a conventional mortgage; survey results
indicated that this was the case in Vancouver, Montreal and
Toronto at rates of 41%, 40% and 30% respectively.

More than one-third of urban baby boomers
gifting funds for real estate purchases believe that
without their gift, their recipient could not secure
a conventional mortgage.

Results for Vancouver highlighted the region’s housing
affordability challenges, with 53% of gift givers indicating that
their recipient(s) home would not be attainable without this
financial assistance.
Household income appears to have a minimal impact on this
sentiment in major metropolitan centres. 45% of gift givers
with household incomes over $100,000, and 44% below this
threshold share the sentiment that their recipients’ home
purchase would be impossible without the gift of funds.

21 Would your recipient have been able to buy their property without your gift? (Choose
one); Would your recipient be able to buy their property without your gift? (Choose one)
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HOUSING MARKET ACCESSIBILITY - RECIPIENTS’
ABILITY TO PURCHASE REAL ESTATE WITHOUT GIFT

21%

Total Major Metros

44%

35%

CMA Region:

Vancouver

Calgary

17%

53%

17%

46%

20%

Toronto

31%

37%

41%

39%

27%

Montreal

43%

30%

Household Income:
23%

<$100K

$100K +

44%

19%

Yes

34%

45%

No

37%

Unsure
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REAL ESTATE MARKET ACCESSIBILITY - RECIPIENTS'
ABILITY TO SECURE CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE
WITHOUT GIFT

30%

Total Major Metros

37%

3%

31%

2%

31%

CMA Region:
27%

Vancouver

41%

21%

Calgary

32%

Toronto

30%

31%

Montreal

1%

53%

25%

3%

35%

40%

3%

26%

Household Income:
27%

<$100K

37%

33%

$100K +

Yes

No

3%

37%

33%

2%

28%

Not applicable, conventional mortgage not needed to buy the home
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Methodology
A total of 2,026 urban baby boomers (ages 52-71) were
surveyed in the four greater metropolitan areas of interest:
Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto and Montreal, with data using a
disproportionate sampling method to enable analysis within
each metropolitan area, as well as across the combined
Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs). Data collection dates were
August 29 to September 25, 20171.
The sample was weighted to match Canada census on the
basis of age, household income and home ownership within
each CMA and to bring the total sample into proper proportion
based on relative populations:

Greater Metro Area

Actual

Weighted

Greater Vancouver

500

19%

Greater Calgary

426

9%

Greater Toronto

600

42%

Greater Montreal

500

30%

An online methodology was employed, using a robust national
panel representative of the Canadian population. Panelists are
recruited by a double opt-in method from large databases of
reputable channels using industry standards of panel quality
assurance, validation, verification and best practices for panel
management. Respondents were screened on the basis of age
and area of residence to meet the study criteria.
1 While the panel sample is demographically representative, margins of error only apply to
random probability samples. The margin of error on a random probability sample of 2,026
respondents is ±2.2 percentage points, 19 times out of 20, and ranges from ± 3.5 to 4.9 points
for 400-800 respondents. Note: percentages may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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